Environmental Health Minor (15 credits)  
(ENVHLTHMIN)
Department of Environmental Health
Effective for students matriculating summer 2018
Minimum cumulative minor GPA of 2.0 required

Student name __________________________________________ Student UID Number _____________________
Major ____________________________________________________ School________________________________

I. Required Foundational Courses (6 credits):
Complete the following course (no substitutions allowed):
____3 SPH-V 241 Foundations of Environmental Health

Complete one of the following courses (no substitutions allowed):
____3 SPH-V 201 Intro to Occupational Safety & Health (spring only)
--or-- SPH-V 214 Environmental Regulations & Code Compliance (spring only)
--or-- SPH-V 215 Food Safety & Sanitation (fall only)
--or-- SPH-V 235 Introduction to Public Health Biology

II. Environmental Health Elective Courses (9 credits):
Complete three courses from the following:
____3 SPH-V 311 or SPH-O 360, Human Health & Natural Environments (spring only)
____3 SPH-V 341 Environmental Health Management & Policy (P: SPH-V 214) (fall only)
____3 SPH-V 360 Environmental Justice
____3 SPH-V 422 Issues in Global Health Environmental Health
____3 SPH-V 442 Introduction to Toxicology (P: SPH-V 241; BIOL-L 112; L113; L211 or SPH-V 235;
CHEM-C 117 & C127; and ANAT-A 215 & PHSL-P 215, or MSCI-M 115; or instructor permission) (spring only)
____3 SPH-V 443 Environmental Sampling & Analysis (P: SPH-V 241; BIOL-L 112; L113; L211 or SPH-V 235;
CHEM-C 117 & C127; and PHYS-P 101 or P201; or instructor permission) (fall only)

Note: Students are responsible for checking with their degree-granting school/unit to determine whether this minor may be officially recorded on the transcript. The various schools on the Bloomington campus may limit the number of credit hours outside their school that will count toward a degree. Students should check with an advisor in their school for information about minor rules.

Approved by:

____________________________________________________________  __________________________
(Signature) (Date)
SPH academic advisor, Environmental Health
School of Public Health-Bloomington Student Services Suite